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Nassim Taleb on IQ
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Nassim Taleb has published an attack intelligence research that

is getting a lot of attention and so I thought I would respond to it.

As summarized in this useful chart from Strenze (2015), meta-

analyses of hundreds of studies have demonstrated that IQ is

predictive of life success across many domains.
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This is the basic validating fact when it comes to IQ: the use of IQ

tests can help us predict things we want to predict and to explain

things we want to explain.

Does IQ Linearly Predict Success?

Some people wonder if IQ’s relationship with success weakens

above a certain threshold such that it is better described by a

curvilinear trend rather than a simple linear one. Taleb bring this

up and displays this graph:

This graph does show a decrement in IQ’s predictive validity as

we move up the IQ scale. But there is still a positive correlation

between SAT scores and IQ among those with IQs over 100. Just

compare the distribution of scores among those with IQs of 110

and 130.

https://archive.ph/PCvgk/8f71025e99ff4d829ac2e07da25bd4643c3e92ca
https://archive.ph/PCvgk/d1c2e92a801c5ad23518f56704547cc1fc8d4cc0
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We can �nd other examples of this. For instance, Hegelund et al.

(2018) analyzed data on over a million Danish men and various

life outcomes. For several outcomes, IQ made little difference

among those with IQs over 115.

 However, for income the relationship was entirely linear.

We see the same thing in America if we look at the relationship

between IQ and traf�c incidents:

So this happens sometimes, but other times it doesn’t.

Importantly, these situations do not arise with equal

frequency.  Coward and Sackett (1990) analyzed data from 174

studies on the relationship between IQ and job performance. A

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160289618300278
https://archive.ph/PCvgk/260739e922662aa587116384bdef3ae857413b26
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://static1.squarespace.com/static/538634aee4b0b15c0516a524/t/538776bde4b08c312fbc6fac/1401386685688/the-practical-benefits-of-general-intelligence.pdf
https://archive.ph/PCvgk/661ed74a98d9a570022adfaaa8228013184de525
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://experts.umn.edu/en/publications/linearity-of-ability-performance-relationships-a-reconfirmation
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non-linear trend �t the relation better than a purely linear one

only between 5 and 6 percent of the time, roughly what one

would expect on the basis of chance alone. Similarly, Arneson et

al. (2011) analyzed four large data sets on the relationship

between IQ and education or military training outcomes and

found in all four cases that the relationship was best described

with a linear model. Thus, IQs relationship with occupational and

educational outcomes is normally adequately described with a

linear function.

I’ll say more about this below, but here note in passing that Taleb

never explains why a non-linear trend would invalidate IQ in the

�rst place.

IQ and Job Performance

Often times, IQ tests are used by employers in their hiring

process because IQ scores are a good predictor of job

performance. Taleb doesn’t see the point in this and writes that

“If you want to detect how someone fares at a task, say loan

sharking, tennis playing, or random matrix theory, make him/her

do that task; we don’t need theoretical exams for a real world

function by probability-challenged psychologists.”

This argument has a lot of intuitive appeal and is probably

convincing to people who aren’t familiar with this �eld of

research. Within the �eld, however, it has long been known not

only that IQ adds to an employer’s predictive ability even if

they’ve also administered a work sample test but that, in fact, IQ

is sometimes a better predictor of job performance than work

sample tests are.

(Roth et al., 2005; Schmidt and Hunter, 1998)

Given this, Taleb’s argument against using IQ tests in hiring is not

compelling.

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797611417004
https://archive.ph/PCvgk/ab950e0bbc481893e6611c960a02ef58dcb00d0f
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.910.2247&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/mavweb.mnsu.edu/howard/Schmidt%20and%20Hunter%201998%20Validity%20and%20Utility%20Psychological%20Bulletin.pdf
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On Normality

Taleb also writes the following: “If IQ is Gaussian by construction

and if real world performance were, net, fat tailed (it is), then

either the covariance between IQ and performance doesn’t exist

or it is uninformational.”

Taleb is correct to say that the distribution of many real world

measures depart signi�cantly from normality, that IQ scores are

normally distributed by design, and that departures from

normality can cause problems in statistical analysis. However, his

conclusion from these facts, that IQ research is essentially

meaningless, seems totally unwarranted.

Firstly, not all distributions are non-normal. Secondly, not all

departures from normality are large enough to cause serious

problems for standard statistical models. Thirdly, when

departures from normality are large researchers typically do

things like running variables through log transformations to

achieve acceptable levels of normality, or run a different sort of

analysis that doesn’t depend on a normal distribution. For Taleb’s

criticism to be compelling, he would need to cite speci�c studies

in which normally was departed from in a way which renders the

actual statistical analysis done invalid and show that the removal

of such studies from the IQ literature changes an important

conclusion of said literature. He does nothing of the sort.

Moreover, Taleb’s conclusion, that the results of IQ research are

meaningless, is clearly wrong. If such results were totally

“uninformational”, they wouldn’t follow a sensible pattern. Yet,

IQ correlates with job performance, and correlates better within

jobs where IQ would be expected to matter more, and these

correlates are consistent across studies. IQ correlates more

strongly among identical twins than fraternal twins. IQ predicts

performance in education. Etc. The probability of this

theoretically expected pattern of relationships emerging if the

analyses were so �awed that they were utter nonsense is

extremely small, and so we are warranted in thinking that Taleb’s

conclusion is false.

Taleb’s Measurement Standards

A consistent theme in Taleb’s article is that IQ tests don’t meet

his standards for measurement. However, his standards for

measurement are not standard in psychometrics, not justi�ed by

Taleb, and intuitively implausible.
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Taleb writes that IQ is “not even technically a measure — it

explains at best between 13% and 50% of the performance in

some tasks (those tasks that are similar to the test itself), minus

the data massaging and statistical cherrypicking by

psychologists; it doesn’t satisfy the monotonicity and transitivity

required to have a measure. No measure that fails 60–95% of the

time should be part of “science””.

Let’s break this down. First, Taleb says that a measurement must

explain more than 50% of the variance in tasks it is used to

predict. That is, if we have a measure the use of which reduces

our degree of predictive error by 50%, said measure is invalid

according to Taleb. Taleb gives no argument justifying this

standard. I’m going to give two arguments to reject it.

First, reducing our error by such a degree could be very useful.

Actually, its hard to think of any situation in which a 50%

reduction in error wouldn’t be useful.

Secondly, if real world behavior is complex in the sense that it is

caused by many variables of small to moderate effect then it will

be impossible to create measures of single variables which

explain more than 50% of the variance in behavior. In the social

sciences, single variables normally explain less than 5% the

variance in important outcomes, suggesting that human behavior

is, in this sense, complex. Given this, Taleb’s standard would be

totally inappropriate for the behavioral sciences.

A related aspect of Taleb’s standards is that a measure not fail

60% of more of the time. Unfortunately, Taleb doesn’t de�ne

what “fail” means and it isn’t obvious what it would mean in the

case of IQ research. It’s equally unclear where he got this

number from.

However, even without knowing any of this it seems clear that

Taleb’s standard is problematic. Consider a case in which your

probability of correctly solving a problem is 1% without a given

measure and 40% with said measure. This measure thus

increases your probable of success by a factor of 40 and would

be extremely useful. Yet, it has a fail rate of 60% and so,

according to Taleb, can’t be used in science. This seems clearly

irrational and so rejecting Taleb’s standard seems justi�ed.

Finally, let’s consider Taleb’s standard of montonicity. This is

getting back to the idea that IQ’s relationship with an outcome,

say job performance, needs to be the same at all levels of job

performance. As I’ve already reviewed, IQ’s relationship with

important outcomes is largely linear. But this standard seems
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unwarranted to begin with. IQ is useful in so far as it let’s you

make predictions. If IQ has a non-linear relation with some

outcome, one merely needs to know that and IQ will still be able

to help us make useful predictions.

In fact, IQ can help us make predictions even if its relation with

an outcome is nonlinear and we think its linear. For instance, if

IQ’s relationship with some outcome becomes non-existent after

an IQ of 120, it will still be predictive in the vast majority of cases

and so our predictive accuracy will probably be greater than if

we hadn’t used IQ at all.

Against Taleb’s standards for measurement, I prefer a practical

standard. Firms and colleges are trying to predict success in their

respective institutions and social scientists are trying to explain

differences in interesting life outcomes. IQ tests help us do these

things. Even with IQ tests, prediction is far from perfect. But it is

better than it would be without them and that fact more than any

other legitimizes their use.

Are High IQ People Pencil-Pushing

Conformists?

Taleb also attributes various negative attributes to people who

score highly on IQ tests. He says that people who score highly on

IQ tests are paper shuf�ing obedient “intellectuals yet idiots”

who are uncomfortable with uncertainty or not answering

questions. Such people also  lack critical thinking skills. In fact

Taleb goes as far as saying that IQ  “measures best the ability to

be a good slave.” and that people with high IQs are “losers”.

Taleb treatment of this issue is entirely theoretical. He cites no

empirical evidence nor does he make reference to empirical

constructs by which his claims might be tested. However, it

seems reasonable to suppose that, if Taleb is right, we should see

a positive correlation between IQ and measures of conformity

and risk aversion, and a negative correlation between IQ and

leadership as well as critical thinking. But this is the opposite of

what the relevant literature suggests.

First, consider conformity.  Rhodes and Wood (1992) conducted

a meta-analysis and found that people scoring high on IQ tests

were less likely than average to be convinced by either

conformity driven or persuasion driven rhetorical tactics.  People

who score high on intelligence tests are also more likely to be

atheists and libertarians (Zuckerman et al. 2013, Carl 2014,

Caplan and Miller 2010). These are minority viewpoints and not

what we would expect if IQ correlated with conformity.

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/psycnet.apa.org/record/1992-16123-001
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/emilkirkegaard.dk/en/wp-content/uploads/The-Relation-Between-Intelligence-and-Religiosity-A-Meta-Analysis-and-Some-Proposed-Explanations.pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160289614000373
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/econfaculty.gmu.edu/bcaplan/pdfs/intelligencethinklike.pdf
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With respect to risk , Andersson et al. (2016) show the majority

of research linking cognitive ability to risk preference either

�nds no relation between the two variables or a �nds that high

IQ individuals tend to be less risk averse than average.

Beauchamp et al. (2017) found that intelligence is positively

associated with people’s propensity to take risk in a sample of

11,000 twins. This was true of risk seeking behavioral in general

as well as risk seeking behavior speci�cally with reference to

�nances.

With respect to leadership, Levine and Rubinstein (2015) �nd

that IQ is positively correlated with the probability of someone

being an entrepreneur. In a meta-analysis of 151 previous

samples, Judge and Colbert (2004) found a weak positive

relationship between a person’s IQ and their effectiveness as, or

probability of becoming, a leader. This is hardly what we would

expect if IQ measured a person’s ability to “a slave”.

With respect to critical thinking, IQ is strongly correlated with

formal tests of rationality which gauge people’s propensity to

incorrectly use mental heuristics or think in bias ways (Ritchie,

2017).

And �nally, with respect to real world problems as measured by

situational judgement tests, McDaniel et al. (2004) found a .46

correlation between people’s scores on SJTs and IQ tests in a

meta-analysis of 79 previous correlations.

Thus, Taleb’s assertions about the psychological correlates of IQ

are entirely at odds with what the relevant data suggests.

Population Differences in IQ

Taleb also makes four remarks Taleb made about population

differences in IQ.

First, he says “Another problem: when they say “black people

are x standard deviations away”. Different populations have

different variances, even different skewness and these

comparisons require richer models. These are severe, severe

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jeea.12179
https://archive.ph/PCvgk/983c9800826ab7122d0f10f7c5c90f3a69fc6297
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs11166-017-9261-3.pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.697.3183&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://w.timothy-judge.com/Leader%20IQ--JAP%20published.pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0160289616303555
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11519656
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mathematical �aws (a billion papers in psychometrics wouldn’t

count if you have such a �aw)”

It is true that Black and White Americans differ in their degree of

variance in IQ. Speci�cally, the Black standard deviation is

smaller than the White standard deviation. This has been known

about, and written about, for decades. But this doesn’t pose a

problem for talking about the distance between groups in

standard deviation units both because you can simply aggregate

both groups into one and use a pooled standard deviation and

because you can simply specify which standard deviation you are

using.

Taleb’s second remark is that “The argument that “some races are

better at running” hence [some inference about the brain] is

stale: mental capacity is much more dimensional and not de�ned

in the same way running 100 m dash is.”

I think the argument Taleb is imagining can be more charitable

stated as follows: there are genetically driven differences

between ethnic groups for many, indeed nearly all, variable

physical traits outside the brain, so, unless we have speci�c

reason to think otherwise, our default assumption should be that

the same is true of the brain.

Put more precisely, we might say that the presence of genetically

driven differences for most variable traits outside the brain

increases the prior probability of genetically driven differences

for variables traits within the brain. We might further explain

that the distinction between brain and non-brain, while

important to us, is not important to evolution, and that the same

processes which cause non-brain differences can also cause

brain differences. Thus, in the absence of other evidence, the

prior probability of neurologically variable traits differing

between ethnics groups due to genetics is high.

Whatever one may think of this argument, Taleb’s response, that

we de�ne mental traits differently than physical traits, is

impotent. After all, Taleb doesn’t explicate why the difference in

how we de�ne physical and mental traits should be relevant to

the logic of the argument. Nor, in fact, does he specify how said

de�nitions differ at all. He merely asserts that some unspeci�ed

difference in de�nition exists and implies that this difference is

relevant to the argument in an unspeci�ed way. Obviously, this is

not a compelling rebuttal.

Taleb’s third remark is as follows: “If you looked at Northern

Europe from Ancient Babylon/Ancient Med/Egypt, you would
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have written the inhabitants off… Then look at what happened

after 1600. Be careful when you discuss populations.”

Taleb is correct in the sense that the populations who are most

developed today are always not the ones who were most

developed in the ancient world. However, it is nonetheless true

that we could have predicted which populations would end up

being more economically developed if we had a more compelling

model. Speci�cally, you can predict the majority of modern day

variation in national economic development on the basis of

ecological facts concerning, for instance, potential crop yield and

animal domesticatability, of a region in pre-historic times

(Spoalore et al. 2012).

The relationship between this fact and the idea that long run

national development is in�uenced partially by genetically driven

population differences is complicated since such ecological

differences might directly cause differences in development, but

might also cause differences behavior via impacting selective

pressures, or may do both.

Thus, the relationship between ancient and current variation in

national development poses no obvious problem for partially

biological narratives.

Finally, Taleb remarks” The same people hold that IQ is heritable,

that it determines success, that Asians have higher IQs than

Caucasians, degrade Africans, then don’t realize that China for

about a Century had one order of magnitude lower GDP than the

West.”

This comment suggests that Taleb simply hasn’t read the authors

who argue that IQ is an important driver of national differences

in wealth. The most famous proponents of this hypothesis are,

easily, Richard Lynn and Tatu Vanhanen. In their 2012 book

“Intelligence: a Unifying Construct for the Social Sciences“, they

report that IQ can explain as much as 35% of national variation in

wealth. They go on to posit several variables which might explain

when nations strongly deviate from their expected wealth based

on IQ, including, for instance, possessing large oil reserves and

having a socialist economy.

Like individual differences, national differences are not caused

by a single factor. Many variables are involved and IQ is only one

of them. The fact that some variation in national wealth cannot

be explained by IQ does nothing to diminish the proportion of

variation in national wealth that can be explained by IQ.

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.nber.org/papers/w18130
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://lesacreduprintemps19.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/intelligence-a-unifying-construct-for-the-social-sciences-richard-lynn-and-tatu-vanhanen.pdf
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Can We Believe Psychological Research?

Now, Taleb actually admits that what he said had no evidence

behind it. He gives a reason for this, stating that: “I have here no

psychological references for backup: simply, the �eld is bust. So

far ~ 50% of the research does not replicate, and papers that do

have weaker effect. ”

Presumably Taleb is referring to the Open Science Collaboration

results form 2015. OSC (2015) replicated 100 psychological

experiments and in only 47% of cases did the replications �nd

the same thing as the original study. We might therefore think

that the probability of some hypothesis being true is roughly 1 in

2 if it has been previously con�rmed by a novel psychological

study.

It’s important to realize that this has nothing speci�cally to do

with psychology. Camerer et al. (2016) replicated 18

experiments in economics and found that 61% of them

replicated.  In fact, both psychology and experimental economics

have far higher replication rates than do several other �elds. For

instance, Begeley and Ellis (2012) found that cancer research

replicated only 11% of the time. Even worse, an attempt to

replicate 17 brain imagining studies completely failed. That is,

not a single �nding replicated, suggesting that the replication

rate in brain imagining research is, at most, 5.5%.

I am unaware of any attempts to directly measure the replication

rates of most physical sciences, but Nature conducted a large

survey of scientists and asked them to estimate the proportion of

work in their �elds that would replicate. I’ve average the results

by �eld and as you can see, in no �eld do researchers expect work

to replicate as much as 75% of the time.

Discipline Estimated Replication Rate

Physics 0.73

Other 0.52

Medicine 0.55

Material Science 0.60

Engineering 0.55

Earth and Environmental Science 0.58

Chemistry 0.65

Biology 0.59

Astronomy 0.65

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6251/aac4716.full?casa_token=OipLlhJ2b_EAAAAA:AeYo43pZuLFjrcZT1sLK3kWLvLXbBUvDBM083s_7Af4kcKLVaPNhiyRENGcyoUZgGBBCnMrqX7AsVoI
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2016/03/02/science.aaf0918/tab-pdf
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.nature.com/articles/483531a
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/blogs.discovermagazine.com/neuroskeptic/2014/11/19/reality-check-neuroscience/%23.XDEv4VxKg2w
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
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Now, Taleb doesn’t tell us what replication rate he requires to

care about what a science says. Still, one can easily imagine that

his argument against caring about psychological data could also

be used as an argument against caring about scienti�c data in

general.

Regardless, let’s suppose that the probability of a social scienti�c

�nding replicating is roughly 50% and the probability of a hard

science �nding replicating is roughly 60%. How should we react

to this purported fact?

First, it’s important the realize that the probability of some

randomly formulated hypothesis about the world being true can

be construed as being less than one half. This requires a certain

way of looking at probability, but it doesn’t seem unreasonable to

say that there are lots of ways the world isn’t and only one way

the world is, so the vast majority of possible descriptions of the

world are false. By contrast, replication research might be taken

to suggest that something like half of hypotheses that have been

con�rmed by an initial study are true. Looked at this way, such

rates actually represent signi�cant epistemic progress.

More importantly, we can easily guess ahead of time which

studies are going to replicate. Consider, for instance, what

happens if we use a single metric, p values, to predict whether a

study will replicate. That 2015 study on replication in psychology

found a replicate rate of only 18% for �ndings with an initial p

value between .04 and .05 and 63% for �ndings with an initial p

value of less than .001. Similarly, that 2016 study on replication

in economics found a replication rate of 88% for �nding with an

initial p value of less than .001.

Using these a similar clues, multiple papers have found that

researchers are able to correctly predict which of a set of

previous �ndings will successfully replicate the strong majority

of the time(Camerer et al., 2018; Forsell et al., 2018).

Thus, if we consumer research intelligent, we can be a lot less

worried about buying into false positive results.

Returning to psychology, and intelligence research in particular,

it is important to note that a lack of statistical power is one

important cause of low replication rates which does not apply to

IQ research to the degree that it applies to most disciplines.

Speci�cally, while no �eld has the sort of statistical power we

would theoretically like it to have, intelligence research comes a

lot closer than most �elds do.

https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0399-z.epdf?referrer_access_token=uVl4NVjZIWrkhXV8B6FDedRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0ODPoD_DniKOJV85YbvYREVGGFB1eoy7kg082aoxuQ7qxbgjrc0dLWRVETowXk65h-C-cVthwUtRWQPapCe8hxZzsa2ImDTv4vK360YVWUa6u-n0mol0v94QU-nHfmHFYrQ3RLREprFKNgTPjZ2h0yWELQj75NzVl0IaglM8hrDhRVDS5FE9pnW1EObHhYmPwOcVKRrGU9xphWK1Zkx_3TWhIoyFUxH1xo_73e2x69C8g3DghmOoDfX8NwjbBu9JoPDvUvWLb4t3vBVO0GfqQls&tracking_referrer=www.theatlantic.com
https://archive.ph/o/PCvgk/https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167487018303283?via%3Dihub
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Citation Discipline Mean
Power

Button et al. (2013) Neuroscience 21%

Brain Imaging 8%

Smaldino and McElreath
(2016)

Social and Behavioral
Sciences

24%

Szucs and Ioannidis (2017) Cognitive Neuroscience 14%

Psychology 23%

Medical 23%

Mallet et al (2017) Breast Cancer 16%

Glaucoma 11%

Rheumatoid Arthritis 19%

Alzheimer’s 9%

Epilepsy 24%

MS 24%

Parkinson’s 27%

Nuijten et al (2018) Intelligence 49%

Intelligence – Group
Differences

57%

Thus, intelligence research should replicate better than most

research does. Given this, whatever our general level of

skepticism about social science is, our skepticism about

intelligence research should be lesser.

Of course, low power isn’t the only reason that research fails to

replicate, and the most important solution to this problem is to

simply not rely on un-replicated research.

There are other concerns one might raise related to p hacking

and publication bias, Taleb didn’t mention these issues so I won’t

deal with them here, but these are all real problems. However,

they all have at least partial answers, psychology is improving

with respect to many of these problems with time (e.g. the rise of

pre-registered research) and none of them warrant thinking that

psychological research, when analyzed carefully, can’t be

epistemically useful.
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Hey Sean, where can I get in contact with you? I’m

interested in doing some online polls for my own

curiosity of the alt right, was curious if I could get your

thoughts on it.
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Thanks for this post. Despite, or perhaps because of,

Taleb’s poorly-constructed essay, many of his critics don’t

actually address what he said.
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Not very related but are you a realist or

antirealist/instrumentalist about science?
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